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Making Photographic Prints from Digital Cameras  
Has Never Been Easier for Consumers 

Photo Marketing Association (PMA) launches new retailer locator feature  
on the www.prints-are-memories.com consumer Web site 

 
Jackson, MI – Photo Marketing Association International (PMA), announces the launch today of 
a new retailer locator feature on the Internet Web site www.prints-are-memories.com. This new 
feature to the Web site makes it easy for consumers nationwide to pinpoint the nearest qualified 
digital processor to get real photographic prints made from their digital files.  
 
“This new retailer locator on our Web site as well as other elements of PMA’s ‘Print from 
Digital’ campaign program is designed to assist consumers with all of their digital imaging 
needs,” said Ted Fox, executive director, PMA. “As more and more consumers discover the 
benefits of using retail printing solutions, this retailer locator will be an increasingly important 
tool to consumers.”  
 
The retailer locator puts consumers in touch with a database of over 10,000 Qualified Digital 
Processing Centers (QDPC) capable of printing their precious digital photographs. By entering 
their zip code consumers can locate participating retailers in their local area. To be listed, a 
retailer must participate in PMA’s QDPC program.  
 
About the Web site 
PMA is committed to help consumers have as great an experience with digital imaging as they 
have had with film. This Web site provides an unbiased source of information to help consumers 
better understand digital imaging as well as the output options available to them, whether printing 
at their local retailer, at home, or online. This site is also filled with picture-taking ideas and 
creative uses for consumer’s digital photos.  
 
About Qualified Digital Processing Center 
The Qualified Digital Processing Center (QDPC) program is designed to create awareness among 
consumers of retail locations capable of making prints from digital cameras. To become a QDPC, 
retailers must: 
• Be an active PMA member 
• Own and operate the equipment to process photos from digital cameras/media onsite 
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• Produce a print from a digital file from each piece of output equipment onsite 
• Provide a Web link to the company’s home page and information for a contact person on staff 

at each location 
• Provide information on what type of media can be accepted, output size options, and specific 

equipment used, as well as have the ability to offer online uploading and processing 
 
About PMA 
For 79 years, PMA has served as an international trade association for the changing needs of the 
expanding photo imaging industry with more than 20,000 members in 100-plus countries, 
headquartered in Jackson, Mich. In addition to the United States, there are membership offices in 
the United Kingdom, Germany, Canada, Australia, Brazil, New Zealand, Italy, France, Czech 
Republic and Russia. 
 
PMA membership is open to any firm doing a substantial portion of its business in photo imaging 
retailing, processing (digital and silver halide) or service work. Cooperating memberships are 
held by firms that manufacture or distribute products or services for the imaging industry. PMA 
provides more than 100 services to its members, and holds the world’s largest annual photo 
imaging trade show, typically drawing well over 700 exhibitors and approximately 25,000 to 
30,000 attendees.  
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